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Anexo 5. Listado palabras Categoría 1 Non-Bilingual Schools: 5th
and 6th graders (group 3)
Words
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Able
Accuse
Aid
Air
Allow
Aluminum
Amuse
Ape
Applause
Artichoke
Assume
Attitude
Auditorium
Awful
Bacon
Baking
Blind
Broken
Budget
Building
Butterfly
Cabin
Calling
Camera
Cast
Cheerful
Chew
Clear
Cocoa
Collection
Comfortable
Comic books
Concrete
Confused
Conserve
Course

37.
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53.
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55.
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63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Creatures
Cruelty
Current
Curtain
Cushion
Daffodil
Differences
Direction
Doorbell
Dough
Drunk
Early
Eggplant
Electronics
Elegant
Employee
Entire
Environment
Equal
Excavate
Flamingo
Flat
Flight
Floor
Flow
Flyers
Gallon
Generally
Geography
Giant
God
Grateful
Gray/grey
Greenhouse
Half
Harmful

73. Heavy
74. Helped
75. Hurricanes
76. Impressive
77. Improve
78. Independence
79. Indoor
80. Investigate
81. Issue
82. Jelly
83. Justice
84. Knee
85. Label
86. Land
87. Laughing
88. Lawyer
89. Loaf
90. Loyalty
91. Match
92. Materials
93. Nasty
94. Nephew
95. Nickel
96. Nobleman
97. Nugget
98. Ogre
99. Penguin
100. People
101. Pigeon
102. Pink
103. Pizza
104. Polluted
105. Populate
106. Porch
107. Powerful
108. Precede

109. Presentation
110. Prey
111. Punished
112. Quail
113. Rainfall
114. Reach
115. Ready
116. Recycling
117. Refuse
118. Relieved
119. Remind
120. Remove
121. Rescue
122. Robe
123. Royalty
124. Sailboat
125. Salmon
126. Satisfied
127. Save
128. Saw
129. Score
130. Sculpture
131. Second
132. Sensation
133. Sequence
134. Skiing
135. Sleigh
136. Smartphone
137. Sneeze
138. Society
139. Souvenir
140. Spend
141. Starving
142. Storm
143. Streams
144. Submarine

145. Subtract
146. Sudden
147. Sunglasses
148. Swelling
149. Teach
150. Text message
151. Thank you
152. Thrilled
153. Tiger
154. Toasted
155. Tourist
156. Tournament
157. Traffic
158. Trail
159. Traveler /
Traveller
160. Trick
161. Truth
162. Unkind
163. Update
164. Upset
165. Useless
166. Voice
167. Volunteer
168. Voyage
169. Waterfall
170. Wedding
171. Whistle
172. Whole
173. Why
174. Yolk
175. Zebra
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Definitions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Able. Adjective: having the power, skill, money, etc.,
that is needed to do something
Accuse. Verb: to charge with a fault, offense, or
crime.
Aid. Verb: to provide what is useful or necessary
Air. Noun: the mixture of gases that is in the space
around the earth. People need air to live
Allow. Verb: to permit (something)
Aluminum. Noun: a strong, light, silver metal that
does not easily rust. Aluminum is a chemical
element
Amuse. Verb: to entertain with something pleasant
Ape. Noun: monkey; large primate that lacks a tail.
Applause. Noun: approval shown especially by
clapping the hands
Artichoke. Noun: the immature flower head of a
Mediterranean plant that is cooked and eaten as a
vegetable
Assume. Verb: to take for granted without proof;
suppose.
Attitude. Noun: the way you think and feel about
someone or something
Auditorium. Noun: the part of a public building
where an audience sits
Awful. Adjective: extremely disagreeable or
unpleasant
Bacon. Noun: the back and sides of the hog, salted
and dried or smoked, usually sliced thin and fried
for food.
Baking. Verb. to cook in an oven using dry heat
Blind. Adjective: unable to see
Broken. Adjective: in pieces or not working
anymore
Budget. Noun: an amount of money available for
spending that is based on a plan for how it will be
spent.
Building. Noun: a structure that people have made,
such as a house, a store, or a school.
Butterfly. Noun: a flying insect with four large
wings that often have bright colors
Cabin. Noun: the part of an airplane in which the
passengers sit
Calling. Verb: to telephone
Camera. Noun: a device for making photographs
Cast. Noun: a thick, stiff covering for a broken bone,
made of cloth and fiberglass or plaster
Cheerful. Adj.: feeling or showing happiness
Chew. Verb: to use your teeth to cut food into
small pieces before you swallow it
Clear. Adjective: very obvious, not causing or
allowing doubt

29. Cocoa. Noun: a powder made from cacao seeds.
30. Collection. Noun: a group of things of the same
type that someone has brought together
31. Comfortable. Adjective: producing or giving
physical comfort:
32. Comic books. Plural noun: a book or magazine that
contains a series of cartoons that tell a story. Some
comic books tell funny stories, but many comic
books are about adventure, love, or other things
33. Concrete. Noun: an artificial, stonelike building
material made by mixing cement and sand with
water and allowing the mixture to harden
34. Confused. Adj.: unable to understand or think
clearly.
35. Conserve. Verb: to keep (something) from being
wasted, destroyed, or lost
36. Course. Noun: a direction or route to be taken
37. Creatures. Plural noun: an animal of any type
38. Cruelty. Noun: the quality or state of causing or
wanting to cause suffering
39. Current. Adj.: occurring in or belonging to the
present time.
40. Curtain. Noun: a hanging piece of fabric used to
shut out the light from a window,
41. Cushion. Noun: a soft pillow or pad to rest on or
against.
42. Daffodil. Noun. Plant with yellow or white flowers
shaped like a trumpet
43. Differences. Noun: instances or points of
unlikeness or dissimilarity
44. Direction. Noun: an act or instance of directing
45. Doorbell. Noun: a bell on an outside door that is
rung by a person who wants to be let inside
46. Dough. Noun: a mixture of flour, water, and other
ingredients that is baked to make bread, cookies,
etc.
47. Drunk. Adj.: being in a temporary state in which
one's abilities are affected by alcohol;
48. Early. Adverb: at or near the beginning of a period
of time or a process, activity, series, etc.
49. Eggplant. Noun: a plant grown for its edible,
usually dark-purple fruit.
50. Electronics. Noun: the science that is concerned
with the flow of electrons and their uses
51. Elegant. Adj.: showing good taste : graceful and
attractive.
52. Employee. Noun: one who works for another for
wages or a salary
53. Entire. Adj.: having all the parts or elements
54. Environment. Noun: everything that surrounds
living things and affects growth and health; the
natural world
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55. Equal. Adj.: the same in number, amount, degree,
rank, or quality.
56. Excavate. Verb: to dig a hole or uncover.
57. Flamingo. Noun: a large pale pink to reddish water
bird with very long neck and legs and a broad bill
bent downward at the end
58. Flat. Adj.: having a smooth, level, or even surface.
59. Flight. Noun: a trip by or in an airplane
60. Floor. Noun: the part of a room on which you
stand
61. Flow. Noun: movement in one path or direction
62. Flyers. Plural noun: a printed sheet with
information about people or events that is handed
out to the public
63. Gallon. Noun: a US liquid measurement (3.785
liters)
64. Generally. Adv.: in most cases
65. Geography. Noun: the study of Earth
66. Giant. Adj.: unusually large; gigantic; huge.
67. God. Noun: one of several beings thought to live
forever having power over some portion of
worldly affairs.
68. Grateful. Adj.: showing thanks or appreciation
69. Gray. Noun: one of the series of neutral colors
ranging between black and white
70. Greenhouse. Noun: a building in which you can
grow plants all year long. A greenhouse usually
has a glass roof and walls
71. Half. Noun: one of two equal parts
72. Harmful. Adj.: causing or capable of causing harm.
73. Heavy. Adj.: having great weight.
74. Helped. Verb: Past tense of verb to help. To aid or
assist someone.
75. Hurricanes. Plural noun: a powerful storm with
heavy rains and winds that blow in a circle at 73
miles per hour or more.
76. Impressive. Adj.: causing admiration because of
size, conduct, manner, etc.
77. Improve. Verb: to make or become better
78. Independence. Noun: freedom from outside
control or support
79. Indoor. Adjective: located or happening inside a
house or building
80. Investigate. Verb: to observe; to find out about
something
81. Issue. Noun: the version of a newspaper, magazine,
etc., that is published at a particular time.
82. Jelly. Noun: a sweet, soft, sticky food spread on
bread.
83. Justice. Noun: the process or result of using laws to
fairly judge and punish crimes and criminals.

84. Knee. Noun: the joint between the upper and
lower part of the leg
85. Label. Noun: a slip of paper, cloth, or other
material, attached to something to indicate its
manufacturer, the kind of thing it is, its ownership,
etc.
86. Land. Noun: some part of the surface of the earth
87. Laughing. Verb: to smile and make sounds with
your mouth.
88. Lawyer. Noun: a person whose profession is to
conduct lawsuits for clients or to advise about
legal rights and obligations
89. Loaf. Noun: an amount of bread that has been
baked in a long, round, or square shape.
90. Loyalty. Noun: the quality or state of being loyal
91. Match. Noun: a contest between two or more
parties
92. Materials. Plural noun: anything used for building
or making new things. Wood, metal, paint, and
paper are examples of materials
93. Nasty. Adj.: dirty, unpleasant, or annoying.
94. Nephew. Noun: a son of a person's brother or
sister.
95. Nickel. Noun: a silver-white hard metallic element
that can be hammered and shaped
96. Nobleman. Noun: a person of noble birth or rank
97. Nugget. Noun: a solid lump especially of precious
metal.
98. Ogre. Noun: a monster in fairy tales usually
represented as a frightening giant who eats people
99. Penguin. Noun: a large water bird with webbed
feet that lives in colder regions of the Southern
Hemisphere.
100. People. Noun: Human being, persons
101. Pigeon. Noun: a dove; a bird with short legs, small
head and white and gray feathers
102. Pink. Noun: a color that varies from light crimson
to pale reddish purple.
103. Pizza. Noun: a dish made of flattened bread dough
topped usually with tomato sauce and cheese and
often meat and vegetables and baked
104. Polluted. Adj.: made unclean, impure, unhealthy,
or corrupt; contaminated
105. Populate. Verb: to inhabit a town or area.
106. Porch. Noun: an outside addition to a building,
forming a covered approach or entrance to a
doorway.
107. Powerful. Adj.: of or relating to power
108. Precede. Verb: to go before, as in place, position, or
rank
109. Presentation. Noun: an act of presenting
110. Prey. Noun: an animal taken by a predator as food
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111. Punished. Past verb of punish: to cause someone
to experience a thing that is painful or not pleasant
because he or she did something wrong
112. Quail. Noun: a small bird; a kind of domestic
poultry.
113. Rainfall. Noun: the quantity of rain falling within a
given area in a given time.
114. Reach. Verb: to extend or stretch to
115. Ready. Adjective: prepared to do something
116. Recycling. Verb: to process (as liquid body waste,
glass, or cans) in order to regain materials for
human use
117. Refuse. Verb: to decline to accept something
offered.
118. Relieved. Adjective: feeling or showing relief from
fear, pain, or the like
119. Remind. Verb: to cause (a person) to remember.
120. Remove. Verb: to move or take something away
from a place.
121. Rescue. Verb: to free from danger.
122. Robe. Noun. a long, loose piece of clothing that is
worn on top of other clothes
123. Royalty. Noun: members of a royal family
124. Sailboat. Noun: a boat using sails for propulsion.
125. Salmon. Noun: a large fish that is born in streams
but that lives most of its life in the ocean and that
is commonly used for food
126. Satisfied. Adjective: content.
127. Save. Verb: to rescue or deliver from danger or
harm
128. Saw. Verb: Past tense of verb to see. To view
something with eyes.
129. Score. Verb: to make a point in a contest
130. Sculpture. Noun: the action or art of making
statues by carving or chiseling (as in wood or
stone), by modeling (as in clay), or by casting (as
in melted metal)
131. Second. Adjective: next to the first in time, order,
importance, or rank
132. Sensation. Noun: a feeling that you get from one or
more of your senses
133. Sequence. Noun: the order in which things happen
or should happen
134. Skiing. Verb: to move over snow on these devices
135. Sleigh. Noun: a type of wagon pulled over snow by
horses or reindeer
136. Smartphone. Noun: a mobile telephone with
computer features
137. Sneeze. Verb: to force the breath out through the
nose or mouth in a sudden violent noisy action
138. Society. Noun: human beings thought of as a group
and viewed as members of a community

139. Souvenir. Noun: a small, inexpensive article given
or kept as a reminder of a place one has visited.
140. Spend. Verb: to use money to buy things
141. Starving. Verb: to die or suffer from not eating
142. Storm. Noun: a violent event in weather. In a
storm, there may be a lot of rain, snow, or wind
143. Streams. Plural noun: small, narrow rivers
144. Submarine. Noun: a vessel that can be submerged
and moved under water
145. Subtract. Verb: to take away (as one part or
number) from another
146. Sudden. Adjective: happening or coming
unexpectedly
147. Sunglasses. Noun: glasses with dark lenses that
protect the eyes from the sun
148. Swelling. Noun: the act or condition of something
that is swelling or swollen
149. Teach. Verb: to be a teacher
150. Text message. Noun: a short message typed on the
keypad of a cellular phone and transmitted to
another cellular phone.
151. Thank you. Verb: to express gratitude to
152. Thrilled. Adjective: to be excited or very happy
153. Tiger. Noun: a large Asian flesh-eating mammal of
the same family as the domestic cat with a coat
that is typically light brown to orange with mostly
vertical black stripes
154. Toasted. Verb: past tense of verb to toast. To make
food, such as bread, crisp and brown by heat.
155. Tourist. Noun: one who makes a tour, especially
for pleasure.
156. Tournament. Noun: a trial of skill in some game, in
which players play a series of contests
157. Traffic. Noun: the movement (as of pedestrians or
vehicles) through an area or along a route
158. Trail. Noun: a type of path or marks made by
animals
159. Traveler. Noun: a person that goes on a trip or
journey
160. Trick. Noun: an action meant to deceive or cheat
161. Truth. Noun: the quality or state of being true
162. Unkind. Adj.: not friendly, pleasant, helpful.
163. Update. Noun: a report that includes the most
recent information about something
164. Upset. Adjective: causing or feeling pain
165. Useless. Adj.: not serving the purpose or any
purpose.
166. Voice. Noun: sound produced by vertebrates in the
larynx or syrinx
167. Volunteer. Noun: a person who voluntarily offers
himself or herself for a service
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168. Voyage. Noun: a passage or journey through air or
space.
169. Waterfall. Noun: a fall of water usually from a
great height
170. Wedding. Noun: the act or ceremony of marrying.
171. Whistle. Noun: a small instrument or pipe that
makes a high sound by blowing air through it
172. Whole. Adj.: made up of all its parts
173. Why. Adverb: for what cause or reason
174. Yolk. Noun: the yellow inner mass of stored food in
the egg of a bird or reptile
175. Zebra. Noun: an African animal that is related to
the horse and has a hide striped in black and white
or black and buff.
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Sentences:
1. Able: He is able to use a computer.
2. Accuse: The woman must accuse the robber of
stealing her bag.
3. Aid: The doctors aid the sick people.
4. Air: Fish do not breathe air as humans do.
5. Allow: The school doesn’t allow us to wear jeans.
6. Aluminum: We wrapped up our food with
aluminum foil.
7. Amuse: The clown will amuse the audience with
his silly jokes
8. Ape: There is a funny ape in the zoo that loves to
eat bananas.
9. Applause: The actors were happy to hear so much
applause.
10. Artichoke: An artichoke is prickly, but is very tasty.
11. Assume: I assume that we will go to the movies
together.
12. Attitude: He has a positive attitude about the
changes.
13. Auditorium: The school play was held in the
auditorium.
14. Awful: The awful noise hurt Mary’s ears.
15. Bacon: I love crispy bacon.
16. Baking: The cook is baking a cake.
17. Blind: The story involves a blind woman in a
retirement home.
18. Broken: That bird has a broken wing.
19. Budget: A new car is not in our family’s budget.
20. Building: They live in a large building with many
apartments.
21. Butterfly: Can you see the beautiful butterfly?
22. Cabin: The pilot invited me to the airplane cabin.
23. Calling: Are you calling mum?
24. Camera: James took a picture of me with his new
camera.
25. Cast: They put a cast on her broken arm at the
hospital.
26. Cheerful: I sang a cheerful song to make her
happier.
27. Chew: Chew food before you swallow it.
28. Clear: Her directions were very clear.
29. Cocoa: There is some hot cocoa on the stove.
30. Collection: Phil has a large collection of stamps.
31. Comfortable: This is a comfortable old sofa.
32. Comic books: The comic books about Spiderman
are great.
33. Concrete: This wall is made of concrete.
34. Confused: We're confused about what to do next.
35. Conserve: We conserve water by taking short
showers instead of baths.

36. Course: The pilot had to change the course of the
flight because of the storm.
37. Creatures: Spiders are strange creatures.
38. Cruelty: We disapprove of cruelty to living
creatures.
39. Current: Who is your current teacher?
40. Curtain: Please open the curtain to let the sunlight
in.
41. Cushion: The new chair has a comfortable cushion.
42. Daffodil: I planted a bulb that grew into a lovely
daffodil.
43. Differences: Even if they are twins, there are some
differences between them.
44. Direction: I have the correct directions to get to
the hotel.
45. Doorbell: Somebody rang the doorbell.
46. Dough: I like to add figs or dates to the dough.
47. Drunk: I saw a drunk person on the street.
48. Early: I like to get up early in the morning.
49. Eggplant: I fried the eggplant in the wok.
50. Electronics: A knowledge of electronics is
necessary to build a computer.
51. Elegant: She is the most elegant First Lady in the
nation's history.
52. Employee: The employee had to return to work
after her vacation.
53. Entire: The entire class turned out for the game.
54. Environment: A safe environment is important for
the proper development of a child.
55. Equal: I can see an equal number of apples and
oranges.
56. Excavate: The archaeologist will excavate the
Mayan temple.
57. Flamingo: The flamingo combed his beautiful, pink
feathers with his beak.
58. Flat: Touch this rock; it’s so flat!
59. Flight: I had a long, rough flight.
60. Floor: Keep your feet on the floor.
61. Flow: The doctor was trying to stop the flow of
blood.
62. Flyers: He gave us some flyers about the new
restaurant.
63. Gallon: In the US, gasoline is old by the gallon.
64. Generally: Generally speaking, I don't enjoy horror
movies.
65. Geography: I study the geography of the western
United States.
66. Giant: A tsunami is a giant wave.
67. God: Zeus is a Greek god.
68. Grateful: I am grateful for your help.
69. Gray: My grandpa’s hair is gray.
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70. Greenhouse: She grows tomatoes in the winter in
the greenhouse.
71. Half: Nearly half of the students are girls.
72. Harmful: Pollution can be harmful to marine life.
73. Heavy: The truck was carrying a heavy load.
74. Helped: Yesterday, I helped her with her
homework.
75. Hurricanes: Several hurricanes tore through the
town, damaging many homes.
76. Impressive: There was an impressive amount of
food at the kitchen.
77. Improve: Salt and pepper may improve the sauce.
78. Independence: People in America fought for
independence from England.
79. Indoor: There is an indoor swimming pool at the
community center.
80. Investigate: The policeman will investigate the
bank robbery.
81. Issue: Did you see the newest issue of the school
paper?
82. Jelly: I ate a sandwich made of peanut butter and
jelly.
83. Justice: We like to think that justice is blind.
84. Knee: The doctor heals his knee quickly.
85. Label: The name is prominently displayed on the
label.
86. Land: Fish live in the sea, and tigers live on land.
87. Laughing: He was laughing continuously at his
jokes.
88. Lawyer: The lawyer and the judge were in court all
day.
89. Loaf: Can I have a loaf of bread, please?
90. Loyalty: The nobleman gave the king an oath of
loyalty.
91. Match: We won the soccer match because we
practiced hard.
92. Materials: They delivered the building materials to
the construction site.
93. Nasty: A nasty dog guards his store at night.
94. Nephew: My sister’s baby boy is my nephew.
95. Nickel: The container has a thin layer of nickel on
the outside.
96. Nobleman: A French nobleman, the Marquis de
Lafayette, served in George Washington's army.
97. Nugget: The miner found a large gold nugget.
98. Ogre: An ogre lived in one of the back rooms of the
castle.
99. Penguin: The emperor penguin makes its habitat
in Antarctica.
100. People: This stadium holds thousands of people.
101. Pigeon: There were many pigeons in the park
because the children were feeding them.

102. Pink: Pink is my favorite color.
103. Pizza: I like pepperoni and cheese on my pizza.
104. Polluted: We were tired of breathing polluted air
in the city.
105. Populate: The pilgrims wanted to populate the
new lands.
106. Porch: Peter and Matthew love sitting out on their
porch on summer evenings.
107. Powerful: Rome was a powerful empire.
108. Precede: The letter C does precede D in the
alphabet.
109. Presentation: Your presentation about climate
change was wonderful.
110. Prey: The cat’s favorite prey is the mouse.
111. Punished: He punished his son for telling lies.
112. Quail: The quail likes to make its nest on the top of
the rock.
113. Rainfall: This area has an average annual rainfall
of 12 inches.
114. Reach: Can you reach the glass on the top shelf?
115. Ready: I'm not ready to go yet.
116. Recycling: The city is recycling paper, glass, metal,
and plastic
117. Refuse: I will have to refuse your invitation to the
party.
118. Relieved: I was tremendously relieved to hear that
she wasn't hurt in the accident.
119. Remind: You remind me of my father.
120. Remove. Trees help to remove carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere.
121. Rescue. I had to rescue my paper when it blew
away.
122. Robe. The priest wore a purple robe.
123. Royalty: Royalty members are very well-known all
over the world
124. Sailboat: we were stuck in the sailboat for an hour
until the wind came up and we could move again.
125. Salmon: Salmon makes the perfect meal: easy to
prepare and healthy.
126. Satisfied: Our aim is for customers to be satisfied.
127. Save: He had to save the girl who fell out of the
boat.
128. Saw: Yesterday, I saw her in the supermarket.
129. Score: I got a perfect score on the spelling test.
130. Sculpture: It can take years to create a sculpture.
131. Second: Phil got the second best mark in the test.
132. Sensation: She felt a sensation of cold when she
stepped in the lake.
133. Sequence: Follow the sequence of numbers to
complete the activity.
134. Skiing: They are skiing down the mountain
together.
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135. Sleigh: The little girl’s sleigh was pulled on the ice
by skaters.
136. Smartphone: I can take pictures with my new
smartphone.
137. Sneeze: My allergy to cats makes me sneeze.
138. Society: Each of us is a member of society.
139. Souvenir: The souvenir I brought home reminded
me about my vacation.
140. Spend: I will spend my money on a new book.
141. Starving: People were starving because floods
destroyed their crops.
142. Storm: It's too dangerous to drive in this storm.
143. Streams: When we went camping we crossed
many streams.
144. Submarine: The submarine dove for the sea
bottom.
145. Subtract: Subtract your current weight from your
weight last month to find out how many pounds you
lost.
146. Sudden: A sudden noise frightened us.
147. Sunglasses: Don’t forget to use your sunglasses at
the beach.
148. Swelling: Ice packs will control the swelling.
149. Teach: He has to teach his son how to write.
150. Text message: I sent him a text message to thank
him.
151. Thank you: I'll thank you for all your help.
152. Thrilled: I am thrilled to hear that I have passed
my exam.
153. Tiger: I saw a strange kind of tiger at the zoo.
154. Toasted: I toasted a few slices of b.
155. Tourist: In summer, this town is full of tourists.
156. Tournament: She's an excellent tennis player who
has won many tournaments.
157. Traffic: There is always a lot of traffic into the city
in the mornings.
158. Trail. We followed the trail left by the animals.
159. Traveler: The traveler lost his backpack in the
train station.
160. Trick: His lie was a trick to get my money.
161. Truth: The article explains the truth about global
warming.
162. Unkind: It is unkind to tease the puppy.
163. Update: Let’s get an update on the hurricane.
164. Upset: Their complaints upset her.
165. Useless: Since the electricity was off, the lights
were useless.
166. Voice: Her voice was only a whisper.
167. Volunteer: Katherine decided to be a volunteer for
the Red Cross.
168. Voyage: On its first voyage, the Titanic sank in the
Atlantic.

169. Waterfall: There is a beautiful waterfall between
Argentina and Brazil.
170. Wedding: They invited hundreds of people to their
wedding.
171. Whistle: I heard the whistle of the train.
172. Whole: I ate the whole apple pie.
173. Why: Why are you talking like that?
174. Yolk: This cake recipe calls for two whole eggs and
one yolk.
175. Zebra: I’d love to see a zebra in Africa.
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